
First crowdfunded Dutch bicycle launches 
 

 

 
Young bicycle startup Minute from Utrecht has managed to entice sufficient bike lovers through a crowdfunding 
campaign for the company who aims to develop the ultimate city bike. The first product, simply called Minute 
(pronounced the French way), is a small, handy, strong and comfortable bike with a steel frame and small wheels, 
two basic elements that makes it well suited for everyday use in the modern city. In the second week of May, the 
first cycles are handed out to the early adopters on the Utrecht Central train station. 

Surprisingly rapid funding from around the world 

Through the website www.100minutes.nl bike lovers from around the world have the opportunity to reserve a premium edition 
Minute. This limited edition of 100 numbered bikes will soon be handed out in Utrecht. Media praised the innovative city bike in 
the last few months. According to the founders, the bike is mainly picked up by commuters from Amsterdam, Milan, Barcelona, 
London and Berlin who like to stay ahead of the game. 

What makes this commuter special? 

Minute has a characteristic, minimalist and nostalgic appearance, and is a fast, strong, compact and manoeuvrable bike based 
on the idea of the mini-velo, made popular in Asia. All thanks to a durable steel frame that will last a lifetime, and the remarkable 
small wheels. When it comes to speed, small wheels are not inferior to big wheels. Quite the contrary, many bicycle speed 
records have been achieved on small wheels. There is both a men's and women's model available. Both models feature a 
duomatic system with two gears and coaster brakes, and a sleek, practical mounted rack, with built-in bungee cord to secure 
your bag. The early adopters in London and Berlin especially appreciate the bike for its maneuverability, agility and its 
unexpected comfort. 

Adam Greenfield, professor, writer and urbanist (currently working as a Senior Urban Fellow at LSE Cities and one of the first 
Minute riders) about the bike: "I happen to believe that relatively small-diameter, small-wheelbase, but relatively conventional bicycles 
would function extremely well as one of the basic elements in a transmobility mesh. The Minute handles like a dream in sidewalk and 
street traffic, nimble and maneuverable as intended." 

Join our unboxing party in Utrecht 

In the second week of May, the first bikes are handed out to the funders, the frontrunners who pre-ordered a Minute. To 
celebrate the first 100 Minutes we will take on a cheerful ride through Utrecht together on small wheels. At the same time, bikes 
will be shipped to the funders across Europe who can’t make it to Utrecht. We highly value the feedback from our riders and will 
continue to collect and use their input to further develop new ultimate editions worldwide and for various cities. 

 

Note to editors 
Location unboxing party: Station Square West in Utrecht, 2nd week of May, exact date t.b.a. 
Enquiries: For more information please contact Joram van den Boezem, joram@minutecycles.com, +31647082579. 
High quality photos of the bike and the details can be downloaded from www.100minutes.nl/press  
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